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ABSTRACT
Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services (MBMS) is a point-to-multipoint interface specification for
existing and upcoming 3GPP cellular networks, which is designed to provide efficient delivery of broadcast
and multicast services, within a cell or within the core network. Target applications include mobile TV and
radio broadcasting, file delivery and emergency alerts.The main goal of this paper is to assess the
performance of the Secure Multicast Overlay (SMO) and the Group Security Association (GSA). We
functionally compare GSA with SMO, in terms of Keys management procedures and look up policies
showing that GSA solution is appropriate in certain circumstances and SMO solution is appropriate in
others. The comparison will be for different parameters and different services. Also the computational cost
and storage cost for Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) tree with and without dynamic rekeying will be
calculated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The 3GPP has introduced the Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS) as a mean to
broadcast and multicast information to 3G users. In MBMS multiple subscribers can receive the
same data, sent only once on each downlink. MBMS in real provides two different services
Broadcast and Multicast. The Broadcast service can be received by any subscriber located in the
area where the service is offered and multicast services can be received by users who have only
subscribed to the service and having joined the multicast group associated with the service. The
evolved MBMS (e-MBMS) architecture is shown in Figure 1. Some of the entities functions are
described below.

Figure 1. e-MBMS architecture
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The evolved Broadcast Multicast Service Center (e-BM-SC) is the entity that is responsible for
providing authorization for terminals that are requesting to activate an MBMS service. The eBMSC is used as well for scheduling of broadcast and multicast sessions [1-3], Integrity and
confidentiality protection of MBMS data and finally MBMS session announcement.
The e-MBMS GW is the root of the distribution tree for the multimedia content that is used to
broadcast/multicast the information towards 3G users through the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access
Network (e-UTRAN). The e-MBMS GW performs MBMS Session Control Signaling (session
start/stop) toward the e-UTRAN via Mobile Management Entity (MME) [4-6]. It is logically split
into two parts, one related to control plane and the other related to user plane. Two interfaces have
been defined between e-MBMS GW and e-UTRAN, M1 for user plane and M3 for control plane.
The e-NB is the collectors of the information that has to be distributed to users on the air-interface.
The Multi-cell/multicast Coordination Entity (MCE) is needed to coordinate the transmission of
synchronized signals from different cells (e-NBs) and can be implemented inside or outside e-NBs.
Multicasting is the optimum technique for such group oriented applications with effective network
resource utilization. But maintaining security is critical with frequent membership changes.
Confidentiality can be achieved through changing the key material, known as rekeying every time
a new member joins the group or existing member leaves from the group. In this paper we
introduce two different solutions for MBMS, which are GSA and SMO.
The computational cost and the storage cost for rekeying with and without dynamic rekeying will
be investigated.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The security solutions with the traffic model with the
definition of overlay topology for SMO and GSA is described in section II. The assumptions for
LTE multicast services analysis and the key performance indeces is proposed in section III and
section IV, respectively. Section V shows the result and result analysis. Finally, we conclude this
paper in section VI

2. SECURITY SOLUTIONS
There are two solutions to secure MBMS sessions which are Group Security Association (GSA)
and Secure Multicast Overlay (SMO).

2.1. GROUP SECURITY ASSOCIATION (GSA)
When creating of a new multicast group, a new multicast channel has to be distributed to a set of
receiver e-NBs. The set of GSAs between MBMS-GW and eNBs could be stable for fixed
subscription services, while could change frequently in pay per view services (ex.TV channels) or
in the distribution of user generated content (peer to peer).
In the e-MBMS and during the set up of a multicast group, all the eNBs involved in the group setup have to obtain the GSA key materials almost in the same time. This can be done by establishing
a point to point security association (SA) with the Group Controller and Key Server (GCKS) and
using this SA to exchange the key material of one specific multicast group [7-9].
The Group Controller and Key Server (GCKS) manage the cryptographic keys used by a multicast
group. It also conducts user-authentication and authorization checks on the candidate members of
the multicast group [10]. The traffic Model for GSA solution is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2.e-MBMS architecture for the GSA solution

2.1. SECURE MULTICAST OVERLAY (SMO)
In the Secure Multicast Overlay solution, the security associations that compose the overlay is
assumed to be static or changing very slowly with time. Figure 3 shows a hierarchical overlay
topology with one level of hierarchy, called Level one hierarchical overlay topology (L1HO). The
e-NBs are organized in cluster of size CR, which is the number of e-NBs belonging to the cluster.
One e-NB in the cluster is chosen to be the master and the others are the slaves. Both master and
slaves eNBs receive packets from the router. However master e-NBs establish SAs with the eMBMS GW and the slaves establish SAs with the master.
In this topology the eMBMS GW manages only the cryptographic procedures relative to the
master eNBs. The cryptographic procedures relative to the slave eNBs are managed by the master
eNBs [11]. The traffic Model for SMO solution is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Traffic Model for SMO solution

3. TRAFFIC MODEL PARAMETERS
In order to simplify the analysis, it is convenient to group the flows into sets of flows with similar
parameters. The idea is to partition the set of flows into a limited number of groups with
homogeneous characteristics.
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In this analysis two types of multicast group services are considered:
(1) Multicast pay per view service (e.g. TV channels).
(2) Multicast peer to peer service (e.g. Twitter, Facebook).
Let G be the number of multicast service groups, where
G = 1, 2, 3, … … … . , m

(1)

For one multicast service group, e.g. TV, assume N is the total number of multicasted TV
channels, and a certain channel is given by n, where
n = 1, 2, 3, … … … , N

(2)

For each channel assume that the number of active users that receives a flow (e.g. a channel in TV
service) is Ai, so the total number of active users in group service m is
G =

A

(3)

For simplicity assuming an equal number of active users in each TV channel
∴

G =N×A

(4)

Let U is the total number of cellular users in one operator network. Within U some active users are
receiving a e-MBMS flow and we define x as the e-MBMS activity factor, therefore the
number of users that are receiving e-MBMS flows = xU
(5)
Where, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
For each group we define w as the fraction of active users that are receiving a flow in that group.
The Number of users receiving flows of group i = w × x × U
(6)
So we conclude that for group i:
N × A =w ×x ×U

(7)

As

Ni: total number of multicasted TV channels in group i.
Ai: number of active users that receives a certain flow in group i.
wi: fraction of active user that is receiving a flow in that group.
x: e-MBMS activity factor.
U: number of cellular users in one operator network.

4. REKEYING IN MBMS
Key management for users in the communication networks is dependent upon the security of the
keys, it is appropriate to devise a fairly complex mechanism to manage them. In group
communication many individual mechanisms are involved, with a requirement for unique keys to
be sent to each for encryption/decryption of transmitted data.
The Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) is widely adopted in key management of IP multicast as stated
in [12 –14]. It is a tree with single root and two parameters which are the height (h), the longest
path from a leaf to the root, and degree (d), which is the maximum number of outgoing edges of a
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node in the tree. The tree is called key tree. Each leaf in the key tree represents a unique user.
Every user owns three keys: (1) individual key, (2) group key and (3) auxiliary key. Individual key
is shared with the Key Server (KS). Group key is shared with the KS and all other users in the
multicast group. Auxiliary key is stored in an intermediate node, the user, and the KS [15-16].
There are four keys in MBMS: MBMS Traffic Key (MTK), MBMS User Key (MUK), MBMS
Service Key (MSK) and MBMS Request Key (MRK) [17]. MRK is used for authentication. MUK
is used to protect the distribution of MSK. MSK is used to protect a certain MBMS session [1819]. It is also used to protect the distribution of MTK; however it is not used to encrypt/decrypt
MBMS traffic. MTK is used for encryption and decryption of the data transmitted. MUK and MSK
are delivered by using Multimedia Internet Keying (MIKEY). Both BM- SC and User Equipment
(UE) must own the four keys.
Two types of LKH will be addressed in this paper, LKH without dynamic rekeying and LKH with
dynamic rekeying which will include two cases, changing the degree of the key tree while keeping
the height constant, and changing the height while the degree will remain constant.
A comparison will be done for the three cases in terms of computational cost and storage cost, both
for server and users.
Computational cost: It is the number of key encryptions and decryptions required by a join or leave
request for the server (Cs) and the user (Cu).
Storage cost: the numbers of keys stored in the key server (Ks) and each user (Ku).
Based on studies in [12] and [15]
(
Average cost per request of the server (Cs) =
Average cost per request of the user (Cu) = (

)×(
)

)

(8)
(9)

4.1 LOGICAL KEY HIERARCHY WITHOUT DYNAMIC REKEYING IN MBMS
Without dynamic rekeying, the key tree will be like that illustrated in Figure 4. Kn represents the
four keys stored in the UE for user n. Because there are no intermediate nodes, the height of the
key tree is 2. The degree of the key tree is changing according to users joining or leaving a certain
group. Based on equations (8) and (9), we can derive the computational cost.
Cs =

(

)

(10)

For the storage cost, the Key server (BM-SC) and all group members share both MTK and MSK.
The Key server also shares the MUK and MRK with each individual user. Therefore,
• Total number of keys in the server (Ks) = 2 × d + 2
(11)
• Total number of keys for each user (Ku) = 4
(12)
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Figure 4. Key tree without dynamic rekeying: LKH with height 2.

4.2 LOGICAL KEY HIERARCHY WITH DYNAMIC REKEYING IN MBMS
In the following subsections we are going to address two cases for LKH with dynamic rekeying.
The first will be changing degree of the key tree while the height remains constant (h=3). The
second will be keeping the degree constant (d=4) and changing the height of the key tree.

4.2.1 DYNAMIC REKEYING: LKH WITH HEIGHT 3
To support dynamic rekeying in MBMS, construct the key tree as that shown in Figure 5, where
MTK, MSK, MUK are the group key, the auxiliary key, and the individual key.

Figure 5. MBMS with dynamic rekeying: LKH with height 3.

MTK is the group key which is used to protect the MBMS traffic. MTK is protected by MSK,
which is protected by MUK. The height of the key tree is fixed and equal to 3. When a user joins
the multicast group, the degree of a sub-tree is increased. Also based on Equation (8) and (9),
Cs = d + 2

(13)
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For the storage cost [15]
Total number of keys in the server (Ks) =

(
(

Total number of keys for each user (Ku) = 4

)
)

+ d(

)

(14)
(15)

4.2.2 DYNAMIC REKEYING: LKH WITH DEGREE 4
In [12], the authors prove that when using degree of the key tree equal to 4 this minimizes the
rekeying cost. Based on equation (8) and (9), computational cost is reduced significantly when the
degree is fixed to 4, but we need increase the height of the key tree when the number of users
increases.

For the storage cost [15]

Cs = 3 × (ℎ − 1)
Cu = 1.3333

(16)
(17)

Total number of keys in the server (Ks) =

(
(

)
)

+ 4(

Total number of keys for each user (Ku) = (ℎ + 1)

)

(18)
(19)

5. ASSUMPTIONS

There are many multicast services in LTE. This analysis focuses on TV service; Twitter service
and Facebook service. Table 1 shows the model assumptions for the model. The values shown in
the table are acceptable according to [11] and [20]
Table1.Model assumptions for multicast applications in LTE

Parameter / Service
Population of users (U)
Activity factors (x)
Total number of e-NBs managed by
the GW (K)
average rate of service (B)
number of e-NBs served by level
one router (CR)
Refresh frequency of the
cryptographic keys (fGSA)
Refresh frequency of the
cryptographic keys (fSMO)
Fraction of active users that are
receiving a flow (w)
Span fraction of video traffic flows
(s)
Number of traffic flows (N)
Average duration of video flows (T)
multicast flow size (A)

TV channel
service
104 , 107
5%

104 , 107
5%

Social network
(Facebook)
104 , 107
5%

500 :104

500: 104

500: 104

0.5 : 8 Mbps

50 kbps

1 : 2 Mbps

10 : 100

10 : 100

10 : 100

1 / hour

1 / hour

1 / hour

1 / hour

1 / hour

1 / hour

30%

20%

20%

1
25, 100
1 hour
1, 6, 1500 ,
6000

Twitter

k−1
k
20 , 2000
20 minutes

1−

5 , 50, 5000

k−1
k
20 , 2000
20 minutes

1−

5 , 50, 5000

The key tree parameters (h, d) for the three LKH rekeying scenarios are shown in table 2.
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Table2. Key tree parameters for different LKH rekeying tree

LKH
Without dynamic rekeying.
with dynamic rekeying with height 3
with dynamic rekeying with degree 4

Height (h)
2
3
Differs according to U

Degree (d)
Differs according to U
Differs according to A
4

6. KEY PERFORMANCE INDECES
The following parameters will be investigated during the analysis:
Gateway Managed SAs (GWMSA), it is the number of SAs connections that a MBMS-GW needs
to manage with different eNBs at the same time.
GWMSA (GSA) =N
(20)
GWMSA (SMO) =
(21)
Group Setup Rate (GSR), it is the rate of creation of new multicast groups that require a keying
procedure.
GSR (GSA) =
(22)
GSR (SMO) = 0
(23)
Rekeying Rate (REKR), it is the overall rate of refresh procedures originated by the GCKS for all
GSA groups (GSA). Or the overall rate of refresh procedures for each point-to-point SA at the eMBMS gateway (SMO).
REKR (GSA) (TV) = K × N × f
REKR (GSA) (Twitter, Facebook) = s × K × N × f
REKR (SMO) =

×

(24)
(25)
(26)

Key Request Rate, For each GSA multicast group, all receivers have to require the key.
×
KRR (GSA) (TV) =
(27)
KRR (GSA) (Twitter, Facebook) =
KRR (SMO) = 0

×

×

(28)
(29)

Also we are going to calculate the computational cost and the storage cost for both server
and user will be calculated for different number of users (U) and different number of users
per traffic flow (A).

7. RESULTS ANALYSIS
Changing number of traffic flows (N):
Figure 6 shows the number of gateway managed security associations (SA's) versus total number
of eNBs. The figure shows that for TV, Twitter and Facebook SMO is the best solution for number
of eNBs less than 2500. Otherwise the solution will change according to the number of traffic
flows.
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TV GSA N=25 , (U=104 , A=6) , (U=107 , A=6000)
TV GSA N=100 , (U=104 , A=1) , (U=107 , A=1500)
Twitter & Facebook GSA N=20 , (U=104 , A=5),(U=107 , A=5000)
Twitter & Facebook GSA N=2000 , (U=107 , A=50)
TV & Twitter & Facebook SMO (for all values of U , A and N)
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Figure 6. Gateway Managed SAs

Figure 7 shows the group setup rate versus total number of eNBs. The figure shows that for TV,
Twitter and Facebook services, SMO solution is the best solution regardless number of traffic
flows (N).
TV GSA N=25 , (U=104 , A=6) , (U=107 , A=6000)
TV GSA N=100 , (U=104 , A=1) , (U=107 , A=1500)
Twitter & Facebook GSA N=20 , (U=104 , A=5),(U=107 , A=5000)
Twitter & Facebook GSA N=2000 , (U=107 , A=50)
TV & Twitter & Facebook SMO (for all values of U , A and N)
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Figure 7. Group Setup Rate

Figure 8,9 shows the rekeying rate and the key request rate versus total number of eNBs. The
figures show that for TV, Twitter and Facebook services, SMO solution is the best solution
regardless the different number of traffic flows.
6
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4
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Figure 8. Rekeying Rate
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TV GSA N=25 , (U=104 , A=6) , (U=107 , A=6000)
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Figure 9. Key Request Rate

Changing cluster size (CR):
Figure 10 shows the number of gateway managed security associations (SA's) versus total number
of eNBs. The figure shows that for TV, Twitter and Facebook SMO is the best solution for number
of eNBs less than 2500 with cluster size (CR) equal to 100. Otherwise the solution will change
according to CR.
TV GSA (CR=10,CR=100)
Twitter & Facebook GSA (CR=10, CR=100)
TV & Twitter & Facebook SMO (CR=10)
TV & Twitter & Facebook SMO (CR=100)
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Figure 10. Gateway Managed SAs

Figure 11 shows the group setup rate versus total number of eNBs. The figure shows that for TV,
Twitter and Facebook services, SMO solution is the best solution regardless of the cluster size
(CR).
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Figure11. Group Setup Rate
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Figure 12, 13 shows the rekeying rate and the key request rate versus total number of eNBs. The
figures shows that for TV, Twitter and Facebook services, SMO solution is the best solution for
both values of the cluster size (CR).
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Twitter & Facebook GSA(CR=10 , CR=100)
TV & Twitter & Facebook SMO(CR=10)
TV & Twitter & Facebook SMO(CR=100)
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Figure12. Rekeying Rate
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Figure13. Key Request Rate

Table 3 shows the computational cost for the three different approaches of LKH. The results show
that the average cost per request of the user (Cu) for LKH without dynamic rekeying is slightly
lower than the other two approaches regardless of the number of users. On the other hand the
average cost per request of the server (Cs) for LKH without dynamic rekeying is extremely high
compared to the other two approaches. When comparing LKH – height 3 with LKH degree 4 in
terms of Cs we observe that for small number of users, LKH – height 3 has small values of Cs, but
for large number of users, LKH – degree 4 has better results.
Table 3. Computational Cost

Twitter
and
Facebook

TV
service

Service

Number of
users

No Dynamic
Rekeying
Cu
Cs

150

1.0067

76

150000

1.00000667

75001

100

1.01

51

100000

1.00001

50001

LKH – Height 3
d
6
2
6000
1500

Cu
1.2
2

LKH – degree 4

1.0006671

Cs
8
4
6002
1502

h
5
5
10
10

1.3333
1.3333

Cs
12
12
27
27

5

1.25

7

5

1.333

12

5000

1.00020004

5002

10

1.3333

27

50

1.0204

52

10

1.3333

27

1.00016669

Cu
1.333
1.333
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Table 4 shows that the storage cost is similar in the three different approaches. Although the
storage cost in LKH with degree 4 is slightly higher, the difference is minimal. The KS (BM- SC)
usually has enough memory to accommodate the increase in memory.
Table 4. Storage Cost

Facebook

Twitter
and

TV
service

Service

Number
of users

No Dynamic
Rekeying
Ku
Ks

LKH – Height 3

LKH – degree 4

d
6
2
6000
1500

Ku
4
4
4
4

Ks
79
11
72006001
4501501

h
5
5
10
10

Ku
6
6
11
11

Ks
597
597
61166979
61166979

150

4

302

150000

4

300002

100

4

202

5

4

56

5

6

597

100000

4

200002

5000
50

4
4

50005001
5051

10
10

11
11

61166979
61166979

8. CONCLUSION
The aim of this paper was the performance assessment of the Secure Multicast Overlay (SMO) and
the Group Security Association (GSA) in LTE network. From the point of view of the number of
Gateway Managed SAs (GWMSAs), and for the three services SMO solution has the best
performance for small number of eNBs, otherwise the solution will change according to the
number of traffic flows (N) flows and the cluster size (CR).
In terms of Group Setup Rate (GSR), Key Request Rate (KRR), and Rekeying Rate (REKR) and
for the three services, SMO solution is the best solution regardless the different number N and CR.
To increase the performance of SMO solution use large values for CR.
With quantifying the computational cost and storage cost for Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) with
and without dynamic rekeying, we demonstrate that without dynamic rekeying, the computational
cost for server request will increase rapidly when the number of users increases. For storage cost
the results show that, the total number of keys stored in the server is huge number of keys when
using LKH with dynamic rekeying compared to LKH without dynamic rekeying. the KS (BMSC) usually has enough memory to accommodate the increase in the number of keys. LKH with
dynamic rekeying is the proper approach to be used for rekeying.
Using constant degree or constant height for dynamic rekeying differs according to the number of
users.
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